
Atomic, molecular and laser physics. Homework 5

Assignment 5: Zeeman effect and hyperfine interaction

1. Make a table of energies of hydrogen’s n=3 levels when placed in (a) week and (b)

strong magnetic fields. What transitions are possible to the n=1 level? (Ignore hy-

perfine effects).

2. The H atom is placed inside a week magnetic field. How many distinct spectral lines

result from (a) 2p1/2 → 1s1/2 transitions and (b) 2p3/2 → 1s1/2 transitions. Draw these

transitions on an energy level diagram. Also calculate the wave numbers.

3. Draw and compare the energy level diagram (Grotrion diagrams) for hydrogen (I=1/2)

and deuterium (I=3/2). Ignore the Lamb shift, but take into account the fine structure

and hyperfine interactions. The total quantum number F is given by F=j + I, j +

I − 1, . . . |j − I|.

4. Assuming the spin-orbit interaction is not overwhelmed by an external magnetic field,

what is the minimum angle the total angular momentum vector (J⃗) can make with

the z-axis in a 3d level of hydrogen?

5. The figure shows the fine structure of the Na atom as seen by the valence electron.
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The transitions shown depict the famous sodium doublet. Calculate the difference

in energy between the two kinds of photons emitted in the doublet. Obtain a rough

value of the average strength of the internal magnetic field experienced by the valence

electron. What is the origin of this field?

6. The spin-orbit interaction is defined by the Hamiltonian,

HS−O =
e2

8m2c2πϵr3
S⃗.L⃗. (1)
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Show that the energy associated with this interaction is proportional to α2, where α

is the fine structure constant.

7. How many fine-structure levels in the 4f levels of hydrogen split into? Rank these

levels with respect to the energies? What happens to these levels as the atom is placed

in a weak magnetic field?
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